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Hey, my name is Kirsty Partridge.

One of the most common struggles I hear from artists starting out with coloured

pencil is:

" I don't know how to make the colours I need for my drawings! My colours

always look wrong."

It can be really overwhelming sitting in front of your coloured pencil set, trying

to decide which pencils you need to layer together to create the perfect colour

for your drawing.

It is especially hard to know which pencils to use when you have no knowledge

of colour theory. Understanding some basic colour theory principles will allow

you to confidently pick the colours you need to layer together to create a

colour that matches your reference.

But, colour theory can be such a vast and daunting topic. That is why I created

this guide. I go through only the most important colour rules, that will make the

biggest difference to your coloured pencil drawings.

I take you through the theory on what colours you need to layer together to

create different values and colour intensities. I then explain my 4 question

strategy for deciding which colours to layer together to make an accurate

colour every time, along with my colour mixing cheatsheet.

Read through this guide and your colours will be more accurate from your very

next drawing!

Kirsty Partridge

Creator of The Coloured Pencil Academy
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The most basic thing you need to know about colour theory is that all colours

are derived from 3 primary colours: Red, yellow and blue. A primary colour is a

colour that can’t be mixed from any other colour.

These primary colours can be mixed together to create secondary colours:

Red                 Yellow                 Orange Primary Colours

Secondary Colours

#1Colour Theory

The colour wheel is a useful resource for all

artists. It shows how colours relate to each other

and the relationships between primary,

secondary and tertiary colours.

Primary and secondary colours (pure colours) are

basic colours that are included in even the smallest

coloured pencil sets.

What is a Colour Wheel?
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Each neighbouring secondary colour and

primary colour can then can be mixed together

to create tertiary colours. 

For example, purple and red can be mixed to

create red-purple, or purple and blue can be

mixed together to make blue-purple or yellow

and green mix to make yellow-green.

Most of the time you won't be using these pure colours. You are more likely to

need to create variations of the pure colours.  You may need lighter tints or

darker shades.

That is where tints, tones and shades come in!

Tints, tones and shades can be created by layering some white, grey or black

with the pure colours.

Tints- This is where you make the pure colour lighter by adding white.

Tones- This is achieved when you add grey to your pure colour (or both white

and black.)

Shades- This is where you darken the pure colour by adding black. 

It is important to understand how to create these variations of each pure

colour so that you are able to create a drawing that has a variety of values and

colour intensities.  

Tertiary Colours

Tints, Tones & Shades



Base Colour

Hue

Hue

Hue

White

Grey

Black

Tints

Tones

Shades

For a drawing to look realistic you need to make sure you include a full range

of values in your art. This means you need to include tints and shades in your

drawing (lights and darks) if you want your drawing to have contrast and stand

out.

Layering some white pencil over your main colour is an easy way to create

lighter values. But, when it comes to creating darker shades not every artist

likes using a black pencil.

If you would prefer not to darken a colour with black then you can use another

appropriate neutral colour, like dark brown. You can even darken a pure colour

by adding a layer of the pure colours complementary colour.
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Complementary colours are two colours that are opposite on the colour wheel.

Placing complementary colours next to each other will make your drawing POP!

You can also add a layer of a complementary colour to darken or dull down

your main colour.

Complementary Colours



The key to creating a really realistic drawing that doesn’t look flat and washed

out is by using a full range of values in your drawing.

Value is probably the most important thing that will make or break your

drawing. Have a large range of values in your drawing and your art will have a

higher contrast.

Value just means how light or dark a colour is. White is the lightest value you

can get and black is the darkest. You need to have a full range of lights and

darks in your drawing in order for it to have depth.

For example, if you wanted to desaturate red you could layer red's

complementary colour which is green.

NOTE: You can also desaturate a colour with grey.
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Value

Monochromatic Colours

Midtones
HighlightsShadows



You can lighten a hue to create a tint by adding white (or any other light

colour.) This will give you a highlighted value. Also, applying less pressure to

your pencil will result in a lighter value.

When a colour is more warm toned it will have more of a yellow, orange or red

tone. If a colour is cool toned it will have more of a blue, purple or even green

tinge.

Adding some yellow, orange or red will help to warm up a colour. Or, you can

layer in some blue or purple to cool down a colour.

The colours on the colour wheel are 'Pure Colours.' You can create different

values and intensities of these colours by creating tints, tones and shades.

You can darken a hue to create a shade by adding black (or any other dark

neutral colour.) This will give you a shadowed value.

To desaturate a colour to create a tone add a layer of grey or the

complementary colour.

To warm up a colour add yellow, orange or red. To cool down a colour layer

some blue, purple or green.

Monochromatic colours are all of the different value variations of a single hue.  

The darker values are shades of the pure colour and the lighter variations are

the tints.

Make sure you have some highlights, midtones and shadows in your drawings.

Warm vs Cool Colours

Cool Tones Warm Tones
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Summary



#2
It is unlikely that your coloured pencil set will include a pencil that is the perfect

colour you need. Instead, you need to layer multiple pencils together to achieve

the colour you want. The challenge is knowing which colours will layer together

to create the colour you want.

When I pick colours for my drawings I ask 4 important questions about the

colour in the reference that I want to recreate. The answers to these questions

will tell you exactly which pencils to layer together to create the colours you

desire. 

The best part is that you can use this strategy to create perfect colours even

with just a set of 12 pencils.

The most basic thing you need to decide for the colour in your reference is

what is the hue of that colour. Basically, what colour on the colour wheel is it. 

The colour won't be exactly the same as the colours on the colour wheel. It may

be darker, lighter, more dull or even have a warm or cool undertone to it. That

doesn't matter for now. You just need to identify the base colour at the

moment. This will give you a starting point for your first layers of shading.

The pure colours (base colour) are the primary and secondary colours on the

colour wheel. These colours are included in even the smallest set of 12 coloured

pencils.
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Strategy for Perfect Colours

Question 1:
What is the pure colour/ base colour of the colour you need to make?



Yellow

Orange

Red

Purple

Blue

Green

Decide what the colours dominant hue is out of the following:

As I consider pure colours to be the colours that are available in even a 12 set

of coloured pencils (apart from black and white) you can include brown as a

base colour too, as this is a common colour included in small pencil sets.

NOTE: Pink is actually not a

pure colour, but a tint of red.

Pink is created from adding

white to red. So, the pure

colour for pink is red.
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Examples
Here are the hues for 5 different colours: 

For each colour in your reference you need to identify whether it is a highlight,

midtone, or shadow. This will help you know how dark your colour needs to be,

so that you end up with a drawing that pops and has contrast.

To easily identify the value of each colour in your reference turn your reference

to black and white and compare each colour to the value scale.

Blue Yellow Red Green Brown
(or orange if you

don't have brown)

Question 2:
What is the value of the colour you need to make?



Here are 5 different colours with varying values. It can be really challenging

comparing the values of different hues. Turning all of the colours to greyscale

makes this easier as you are only comparing tones across one scale.

For example, it is easier to see which is darker out of the brown and green

below when they are turned to black and white.

The first two questions are the most important, as answering these accurately

will make the biggest difference to how your drawings look. Make sure to

practice identifying the hue and value of each colour in the reference. 
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Example colours

Colours converted to grayscale. Look at which number on the value

scale each colour matches and therefore what type of value it is.

Shadows

Value: 3

Midtone

Value: 1

Highlight

Value: 3

Midtone

Value: 4.5

Shadow

Midtones Highlights

03 14 25



The next thing to consider when deciding which colours to layer is whether the

colour in your reference is more cool or warm-toned. 

When a colour is more warm toned it will have more of a yellow, orange or red

tinge. If a colour is cool-toned it will look more blue, purple, or green. Compare

each colour to its pure colour on the colour wheel, to see whether it is leaning

towards a warm or cold tertiary colour.

The tertiary colours next to green are yellow-green and blue-green. We know

yellow is a warm colour and blue is a cool colour. So yellow-green is warm

toned and blue-green is cool-toned.

To create these green variations just add a layer of either yellow or blue. There

is no reason  you can't create green tones like this with a small 12 coloured

pencil set.
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Question 3:
Does your colour need to be more warm or cool toned?

Example 1
Warm Green Green Cool Green

If your colour leans a little away from

the pure colour just layer some of the

colour it is leaning towards.

If you are creating a red colour that is

leaning towards orange then just layer

in some orange to make it red-orange.



Example 2
Warm Red Red Cool Red
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All of these three colours are red tones. However, they are slightly different

hues. Either side of red on the colour wheel is orange-red and purple-red. The

orange-red is a warm tone and the purple-red is a cool tone.

Whether a colour looks warm or cool can actually change depending on the

colour it is next to.

For example, yellow-green can appear cooler when placed next to an even

warmer colour like orange. Whereas next to blue (a very cool colour) this shade

of green appears warm.

TIP: If you have a larger set of coloured pencils you may not need to layer lots

of different colours together to achieve the colour you want. For example, if

you need to create a dark cool toned green you may already have a dark blue-

green  in your pencil set, or a blue-green that you just need to darken up or

even a dark green that you need to just add blue to. Make sure to look at what

colours you already have available, as you may not actually need to layer lots

of different colours together.

Warm and cool?
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Not all colours are super vibrant and bright. A lot of colours in real life are

actually more desaturated and less intense. 

Intense colours really grab your attention, making them great for the focal

point of the drawing. But, to create depth and balance in your drawing look to

see if your reference has any muted colours. For example, often backgrounds

have more desaturated colours.

If you need to desaturate your colour you can layer some grey. If you don't have

grey in your pencil set you can add a layer of black and white to mute the

colour. Adding grey is the easiest way to dull down a colour.

Alternatively, you can layer the complementary colour. Be careful not to layer

too much of the complementary colour though. Experiment with how much of

the complementary colour you need to layer to dull down your colour to the

desired intensity.
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Question 4:

Is your colour more vibrant / saturated or more dull / muted?

Blue muted using grey

Purple muted using its complementary colour yellow



You now know all of the most important colour theory rules for coloured pencil

drawing and also how to analyse your colours using the '4 question' strategy so

that you know exactly which colours to layer together to create your perfect

colour.

This final part of the guide is all about showing some examples of how to go

through this entire strategy with a few different colours.

I will go through this strategy for 3 different colours:

#3Colour Strategy in Action
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Recap- the 4 questions are: 
1) What is the pure colour of the colour you need to make?

2) What is the value of the colour you need to make?

3) Does your colour need to be more warm or cool toned?

4) Is your colour more vibrant / saturated or more dull / muted?



Once you have identified all of the main colours that

make up your reference it is time to analyse each

colour using the 4 question strategy.

To the right you can see the first colour we need to

analyse. Lets go through the 4 question strategy for this

colour.

1) What is the pure colour of the colour you need to make? The pure hue

of this colour is purple. Remember that 'pure colours' are the primary and

secondary colours. This means we would use a purple pencil for the main

layers of shading.

2) What is the value of the colour you need to make? This colour is very

dark, so it's a shadowed colour. But, we can double-check this by turning

the colour to grayscale and comparing it to the value scale.

3) Does your colour need to be more

warm or cool toned? Looking at the colour

wheel we can see that either side of purple

is blue-purple (cool toned purple) and red-

purple (warm toned purple.) The colour most

closely resembles the pure colour, rather

than either of these tertiary colours.

Therefore, you don't need to layer any

additional colours to warm up or cool down

the colour.

4) Is your colour more vibrant / saturated

or more dull / muted? This colour looks

vibrant and doesn't need to be muted.
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Example 1

Colours to layer:

1) Purple (if you don't have purple

layer red and blue to create

purple)

2) Dark neutral colour (like

black, brown) to darken.



1) What is the pure colour of the colour you need

to make? The pure hue of this colour is blue. Even

the smallest pencil sets should include blue, as it is a

primary colour.

2) What is the value of the colour you need to make? This colour is very

light, so it's a highlight colour. To lighten a colour add a layer of white. 

 Again, let's double-check this by turning the colour to grayscale and

comparing it to the value scale.

3) Does your colour need to be more

warm or cool toned? Looking at the colour

wheel we can see that either side of blue is

blue-green and blue-purple. As blue is

already very cool, both these are actually

slightly warmer hues. The colour most closely

resembles blue-green. This means we need

to make the hue more accurate by adding a

layer of green.  

4) Is your colour more vibrant / saturated or more dull / muted? This

colour looks slightly muted, so you could add some grey shading or the

complementary colour of blue-green which is red-orange.
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Example 2

Colours to layer:
1) Blue

2) Green to make blue-green

3) Grey or orange-red (complementary colour) to desaturate

4) White to lighten



TIP: This colour requires multiple colours to be

layered together. But, what order do you layer

the colours in? 

Start with a layer of the pure colour (from question

1), followed by a layer of the colour you need to add

to make the hue accurate (question 3.) 

Once you have an accurate hue fix the colour

intensity (question 4.) Layer some grey or the

complementary if you need to desaturate the

colour.

Finally, we need an accurate value! Add a layer of

white to lighten, or a dark neutral colour to darken

(question 2). For highlights it is fine to use white as

a final layer. However, for shadows I don't

recommend using black for a final layer.

Instead, for shadows add a layer of black (or other

dark colour) followed by another layer of the pure

colour to blend the black in with the other colours

and give a more natural look.

Keep tweaking your colours until you have an

accurate colour. Also, remember to look at what

colours are already included in your set. Sets larger

than 24 pencils have multiple shades of each pure

colour. This means that you may be able to cut

down the amount of pencils you need to layer.

Don't worry if you find the process overwhelming at

the start. The more you practice the more confident

you will become creating accurate colours.
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1) What is the pure colour of the colour you need

to make? The pure hue of this colour is actually red.

Remember that the pure colours are red, yellow,

orange, blue, purple and green. So, look to see

which of these hues the colour is closest to.

2) What is the value of the colour you need to make? This colour when

converted to grey matches the middle of the value scale. This means it is a

midtone value. If your red pencil is a slightly darker midtone colour you can

layer in a bit of white to lighten it slightly.

3) Does your colour need to be more warm

or cool toned? Looking at the colour wheel

we can see that either side of red is orange-

red and purple-red. This colour isn't massively

leaning towards either tertiary colour. It is

slightly more orange (warm toned) but not

enough to worry about layering in another

colour.

4) Is your colour more vibrant / saturated or more dull / muted? This

colour is definitely very muted compared to the pure red colour. We can

layer either grey (which is easiest) or the complementary green. As this is a

very muted colour you need to layer a lot of grey and only a little bit of red.
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Example 3

Colours to layer:
1) Red

3) Grey or green (complementary colour) to desaturate

4) White to lighten slightly (only if needed)



COLOUR MIXING CHEATSHEET
Create any colour for your realistic coloured pencil drawings

Q1: Does your pencil set have the pure
hue of the colour you need to mix?

Q2: Does your colour need to be
lighter/ darker than the pure colour?

Q3: Does your colour need to be more
muted / desaturated?

Q4: Does your colour need to be more
warm/ cool toned?

Layer the appropriate colours together
to create your desired colour.

Mix the relevant primary colours
together to make this colour.

To darken a colour layer some black,
brown or other dark neutral colour.
To lighten a colour add some white.

Layer some of  the complementary
colour or a neutral tone like grey.

To warm up a colour mix in a warm colour
like yellow, orange or red. To cool down a

colour layer blue, purples or cooler greens,

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO
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For more tips like this, make sure to check out my Legacy Art Class

Collection, which includes ALL of my art tutorials in one place.

Because if there’s anything I’ve learned after nearly a decade of

drawing, it’s that we all go through the same struggles when it comes

to mastering this fun and challenging hobby.

Which is why I’ve decided to take EVERY art tutorial I’ve ever

recorded, and give you lifetime access to the entire collection for a

fraction of it’s normal price!

You can find out more by clicking the button below:

TAKING YOUR ART TO THE NEXT LEVEL
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LEARN MORE

https://colouredpencilacademy.com/legacy-collection/
https://colouredpencilacademy.com/legacy-collection/

